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Abstract 
Chabanne, H. and N. Sendrier, On the concatenated structures of a [49,18,12] binary abelian code, 
Discrete Mathematics 112 (1993) 245-248. 
We here introduce a new formalism for describing concatenated codes. Using this formalism, we 
show how any generalized concatenated code can be viewed as a first order concatenated code. 
Finally, we give an illustrative example: using Jensen’s result (1985) which shows that any abelian 
code has a generalized concatenated structure, we first give the representation of the [49,18,12] 
abelian code introduced by Camion (1971) as a second order concatenated code; then using our 
description, we show that this code is also equal to the first order concatenation of two linear cyclic 
codes. 
1. Definition of generalized concatenated codes 
We will recall here the definition of a generalized concatenated code [l, 41. We 
denote by d(K; n, M, d) or 93( K; n, M, d) a code over the alphabet K of length n, 
cardinality M and minimum distance d. 
Given i codes d(i) (k(i). n M(i) (9 II 3 a, (1 ,d, ) we first construct all the matrices 
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where the ith column 
is a codeword of dci) i= 1 s. 
An sth order partition o;‘a’code @‘)(k,; nb, A4 b’), dr)) is an iteration of partitions 
with, for all i, ,..., iS_l,IS9j;‘, .,,, i,_,l=(k$‘l, in such a way that if we number the 
elements u(‘)Eka), i = 1, . , s then any vector (a(‘), . . . , a@)) determines a unique code- 
word in B(l)- a(‘) enumerates the subcodes of g(l), . , d- ‘) enumerates the sub- 
codes of 3??-1). . and finally, a’“’ determines a codeword in S?~~!... ,i,_, . I,, , Is - 2 2 
Any row (us”, . . . , uy)) of the matrix above determines a unique codeword 
(cj, 19 . . . 3 Cj,n,) in 9#‘) according to a given suitable sth order partition. And the 
Generalized Concatenated (GC) code of outers codes L& and inner code 99(l) with the 
above sth order partition consists of all the following n, x rzb matrices: 
Cl.1 ... Cl,Wl . 
i: 9 . . Ck, 1 ... Cl8 (I, WI 
Note that when s= 1 this definition of GC code reduces to the usual definition of 
concatenated code. For this reason, we will call the code obtained by substituting any 
symbol of a word of d(l) with a word of ~58~) a$rst order concatenated code and 
denote it by ~8~) 0 @1). 
We introduce now a new formalism using mapping rather than partition. This give 
us an equivalent definition of GC codes that suits our purposes. 
Remark 1. The knowledge of @‘)c ki” and its sth order partition suitable to the 
outer codes ~6~) (kc’) i a ; n,,M$), d$)), 1 < i<s is equivalent to the knowledge of a bijec- 
tion 8 between the product of the alphabets kh” x ... x kf’ and the inner code @‘). If 
we denote by 0 the mapping 
then the GC code of dci), 1 <i<s and 0 is equal to O(d(‘)x s.. x J@‘). 
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For instance, a first order concatenated code is entirely defined by the knowledge of 
its outer code, its inner code and a bijection between the alphabet of the outer code 
and the inner code. Thus the usual notation A 0 B may be ambiguous if the bijection 
is not clearly defined. 
This leads us to the the following remark which states that GC codes are a sub-class 
of first order concatenated codes. In other words, GC codes are a specialization rather 
than a generalization of concatenated codes. 
Remark 2. Any generalized concatenated code can be viewed as a first order 
concatenated code. 
This can be justified as follows. Let %? be the sth order GC code with outer codes 
&“(k$‘; n,, Mb’), d$‘), 1 <i < s and inner code @” partitioned in a way suitable to the 
outer codes. Let 8 and 0 be the mappings defined in the first remark. Thus 
%=@(&&)x . . . xd’“‘). 
Let K be an alphabet of size IKI=nf=,lk$)l, and let cp be a bijective mapping 
between k(i) x . .. x k@) a a and K. Using cp, we build the mapping 
@: ~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~::~:i~:l (1) 
Let &=@(d”‘x ... x &‘@I). Then d is a code of length n, over K. 
Let’s consider the first order concatenated code of & and S?(i) with the bijection 
80@’ from K to g(l). We have dO~“‘=O~~-~(~(~)x...x~(~))=~. 
2. First order concatenated structure of a [49,18,12] binary abelian code 
In [2] Camion exhibits a [49,18,12] binary abelian code which is not equivalent to 
any product code. The set of its nonzeroes is 
{(UP 0, (a23 US), (a43 a3), (a, a3), (E2, a6), (a49 as), (a, US), (a*, a3), (a42 x6), 
(a63 a), (M5, x2), (a33 a4), (a3,Co, (a63 a2), (MS, a4), (US, M), (a3, a2), (a69 x4)) 
where c( is a primitive seventh root of unity over IF2 which satisfies CX~ + c( + 1= 0. 
Using Jensen’s factorisation of any abelian code as a GC code [3] we can describe 
Camion’s code as a second order GC code: 
l the two outer codes are both the cyclic code of length 7 over [Fs = [F,(M) whose 
nonzeroes are {a3, c?, o?}, 
l the inner code g(‘)( [F2; 7,64,2) is the even weight code, 
l to partition B(l) we use the simplex code gc2)( IFZ; 7,8,4) of nonzeroes {x3, $, a”>: 
g(l)= & @” h w ere the ai” are the eight cosets of BY2) composing g(l). 
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Note that the outer codes were defined by Jensen in a slightly different way: the first 
outer code was the cyclic code of length 7 over F,(a) with nonzeroes {a3, c?, a”} and 
the second, the cyclic code of same length, but over F,(a3) and with nonzeroes 
{Z, C?, CP>. 
Now, let FI6 = Fs [Xl/( X2 + X + 1) and let cp be the If,-vector space isormorphism 
between IF8 x FB and iFI defined by cp(fi,f2)=fI +X&. Let @ be the mapping and 
~2 be the code defined from cp and the outer codes as previously in (1). Then S$ is the 
cyclic code of length 7 over 5r6 whose nonzeroes are {x3, cx5, M”}. And Camion’s code 
can also be viewed as the first order concatenated code of ~4 and %?(r). 
Note that from Remark 2 a similar result holds for any GC code, but in general the 
unique outer code of the first order concatenated structure is not linear. 
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